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Abstract
Fear in eco-turbulence captures the real picture of the present global warming’s, chemical 
issues, industrial smokes, pollution in different fields and the fear of the environment and 
the exports who want to avoid such possible disasters for the living creatures. It has 
attempted to present the facts as it is to give the true knowledge to those people who 
have no knowledge in this regard. It shows that lots of experts have already warned 
people to be conscious in it and to address the issues on time for the sake of humanity. 
It does not blame anyone but awakens the people of all levels to come in the action  of 
preserving and balancing ecology and environment in no time.     

Introduction
Fear is closely linked with ecology. If ecology is protected, everything is protected. If 
the ecological position goes beyond human control, then everything gets collapsed. 
The fear of eco-turbulence is the greatest one. This eco-fear must be made positive 
fear to prevent the possible disaster. It must not be treated with negative form of fear 
because it can become much more harmful to control the eco-turbulence both physically 
and psychologically if it is viewed from the negative lens of fear. So, eco- fear must be 
handled properly.

Fear in Different Fields
Fear has got multiple dimensions. Fear has touched the heart of each and every individual 
from layman to scholars, farmers to physicians, laborers to administrators, official clerks 
to officers, politicians to prime minister and presidents, lawyers to judges, journalists to 
media-station investors, workers to industrialists, students to professors, and learners to 
scientists, and so on. But the fear is categorized field to field and profession to profession. 
Each individual has personal fear and it is within the level of each individuals. It is beyond 
the instrumental capacity of measuring the fear of the individuals. Modern science and 
technology has invented a lot of wonderful things in the world but even science has failed 
to discover the instrument of measuring the real quantity of fear of anyone. So, fear is 
mysterious one.

Fear in eco-system is concerned with the ecologists and environmental scientists. 
Professor, Shreedhar Lohani , has composed a poem, “Gaia” of eco-criticism. The poet 
advocates about the preservation of the mother earth to protect humanity. Professor 
Lohani is worried about the present global issues of ecological degradation. Professor 
Lohani writes:

The searing wind among the withered palms-
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The devouring rain-

 . . . . The crooked beak of a mountain peak-

 Turbulence and hunger 

All around-

 Yet- 

 She endures. (175)

This extracted part of Lohani’s poem is the best example of eco-criticism and the real 
picture of the present world. No rain is a normal rain. It is unusual and is called “the 
devouring rain”. The forest is not in natural form. It is “withered palms” and the blowing 
of the wind is unnatural called “The searing wind”. The condition of mountain is not in a 
normal form. “The crooked beak of a mountain peak” displays the disfiguring condition of 
the beauty of mountains. Ecological decay has caused trouble, turbulence and hunger all 
around the globe. The exploitation on earth is too much but yet the mother earth endures 
it. The condition of earth is worsening day by day. And it is too late to conserve the 
beauty of nature if humanity is to be saved in the usual form. It is the time of ecologists 
and environmental scientists who need to make other levels of people alert, conscious 
and aware on time about the possible ecological disaster. To preserve the beauty of 
ecology on time is batter than to lament later.

Fear of Global Warming
Today’s world is not as it was yesterday. The environment is changing on and on. The 
news of the unusual rain and tornados has brought the plights of the modern humane 
humans. The normal rain becomes flood and the normal wind takes the form of tempest 
and such natural disasters become the main cause of death and devastation. The human 
peace, harmony, happiness and sleep have become beyond the thought of humanity. 
Michael Fisher has written “Eco-philosophy of Fearism and Eco-criticism: In an Age of 
Terror” in which he explains about the burning issues of eco-problem. He quotes Subba: 

It is time for Eco-philosophy of Fearism. Sooner or later we must do it. We have a fear 
of global warming, pollution and increase of weapons of mass destruction. There are 
source of many philosophies of fearism. Everyone needs to do specialization. We are 
waiting how new scholars grab it. (3)

The global warming is the issue of fearism. It is essential to handle the fear of pollution. 
The coming scholars need to understand it and they need to do specialization of their 
study in fear eco-system. If fearism does not address the modern problems of industrial 
areas of chemical clouding in a positive form, it would be disastrous to whole human 
existence. A lot of toxic chemicals are found in Chinese industrial area. China suffers 
from both the local and international pollution. It is said in YouTube that 17% of air in 
China is not having the air quality because of the industrial production of the goods. 
People do not go out without wearing masks. China is one example of chemical pollution 
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and other countries are not the exception of such condition.

YouTube states that China could not improve and control pollution. China focuses only 
on economic growth and the government does not seem to care about pollution. China 
burns large number of coal which produces much more pollution. But the government has 
given even incentive for electric cars to protect people from pollution. China is struggling 
with the new technology to fight against pollution. Fear of Chinese pollution is one of the 
examples of eco-turbulence. The global temperature is changing rapidly and worsening 
day to day. Hence, the world’s political leaders and the heads of the states need to come 
together and consult the exports how to curb the worsening condition of ecological and 
environmental position. Such type of fear should be in the minds of the heads of the 
government and they should not have the fear of only winning the next election. They 
have to have the broader type of the fear for the positive transformation of the negative 
conditions of global warming.

To sum up, the global warming means the increase in temperature and to cause a 
number of unexpected things on the earth. Desh Subba gives the mirror-like picture of 
the global warming in the following extract:

There is increase in temperature due to the over use of fuel, electricity, growth of 
population and destruction of forests. The use of fuel produces carbon dioxide. Snow 
melts and the sea level rises due to this global warming. The land near the sea sinks into 
water . . . . It brings about climate change- it is the burning issue in the world. This global 
warming has severely affected all living things, particularly plantation, animal and birds. 
The world will not be a good and favorable place for all living creatures if wilderness, 
famine, desertification, and warmth continue. (298-99)

Global warning is such a fearful situation in which nothing can be imagined and even 
thought of. The extreme form of global warming is beyond the possibility of life on the 
earth.  And why the heads of the government do not fear about it on time and initiate for 
the rational action to prevent the future melancholy and misfortune of humanity.  

The Human Condition
Comfortable life of human beings depends on the fear of preserving eco-system 
in the world. The more conscious fear, the better human condition it becomes. Fear 
is everywhere and no place is left untouched with fear. “Everything that is available 
creates fear or has a factor of fear (Subba 19)”. Subba has said that fear factor is found 
in everything but now the fear of the world is to be for the protection of ecology and 
environment to protect the human condition from disaster.

Jared Diamond has expressed the fear of losing the human civilization in his essay 
“Adaptive Failure: Easter’s End”. He talks about the vanished Polynesian society. “Among 
all such vanished civilizations that of the former Polynesian society on Easter Island 
remain unsurpassed in mystery and isolation (Diamond 247)”. The Polynesian society 
did not know how to save ecology and environment. This society did not have the fear 
of saving the civilization and vanished the whole society. The Polynesian Islanders did 
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not have the knowledge of saving the forest. The ignorance of the islanders is narrated:

Gradually trees became fewer, smaller and less important. By the time the last fruit 
bearing adult palm tree was cut, palms had long since ceased to be of economic 
significance. That left only smaller and smaller palm saplings to clear each year, along 
with other bushes and treelets. No one would have noticed the felling of the last small 
palms. (Diamond 258)

This quote indicates the ignorance of fear in the process of preserving the palm trees 
and it became the main cause of losing life and civilization. So, the fear in Diamond is the 
possible similar fate of present world. He further draws the ideas “If we continue to follow 
our present course, we shall have exhausted the world’s major fisheries, fossil fuels 
and much . . . (258-59)”. It is the fear of losing everything from the world and ultimately 
humanity and its whole civilization. Diamond has given the fearful picture of the Islanders 
and he has asked to do the conservation of ecological beauty. Diamond writes:

The Easter Islanders had no books and no histories of other doomed societies. Unlike 
the Easter Islanders, we have histories of the past information that can save us. My main 
hope for my children’s generation is that we my now choose to learn from the fates of 
societies like Easter’s. (259)

Diamond has compared and contrasted the Easter Islanders and the present world. We 
have got more information and historical books and knowledge to save the ecology and 
to save ourselves. We need to learn from the fates of societies like Easter’s and need 
to fear to have the similar fate. If we do not fear, our fate may not become different from 
that of the Easter Islanders but it is only the matter of sooner or later. Therefore, our fate 
is in our own hands and the rational activities that we follow.

The modern world is in the most critical situation. Ozone layer depletion is not properly 
handled to preserve it on time. More than 99% of the sun’s ultraviolet radiation is absorbed 
by the ozone layer but it is depleting faster and faster ever than before. Anuradha 
Chaudhary in her essay “How Sane Are We?” writes:

A depletion of stratospheric ozone might allow more ultraviolet radiation to reach the 
ground and disrupt natural ecosystems, lower agricultural productivity, suppress the 
human immune system, and raise the incidence of skin cancer and eye cataracts 
(American Chemical Society 231). (262)   

Chaudary’s quote shows that the depletion of ozone layer is one of the main causes for 
the disruption of natural ecosystems and lower agricultural production as well as number 
of fatal diseases like skin cancer and eye cataracts. Now it is the time of becoming quite 
serious and to come into the action of avoiding it. If we don’t fear about such possibility 
on time, the environment crisis may occur soon.

We are all responsible for the destruction of ecology and environment. But our collective 
actions are reckless and self-destructive. We seem we are fearless about it and we are 
digging our own or our descendants’ graves. We need to think to change the ways of 
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doing politics and even thinking process to save the living beings in the world. Chaudhary 
argues:

We must therefore need Capek’s final admonition: if we fail to take decisive action, if we 
fail to bring about fundamental changes in our ways of thinking and doing politics, we just 
might sink and drown. (265)

This extract reveals that we all have to be quite responsible to conserve the nature. If we 
don’t bring the fundamental changes in the ways of thinking and doing politics, the whole 
humanity might sink and drown. The course of doing politics for the sake of gaining 
power and chair must be changed. It must be done for the solution of burning issues 
of global warming and degrading human condition. But it has become too late and we 
must have the fear in it. In this respect, Anuradha Chaudhary quotes the fearful idea of 
Rudyard Kipling:

Now we can only wait till the day, wait and apportion our shame. These are the dykers 
our father left, but we would not look to the same. Time and again were we warned of 
the dykers, time and again we delayed. Now it may fall, we have slain our sons, as our 
fathers we have betrayed. (260)

This quote of Rudyard Kipling shows that we are in a state of helplessness of conserving 
the ecological condition. If we do not fear our future doom, we are the murderers of our 
future progeny. We lack the deeper understanding of ecological issues. We all people 
from the common laymen to the presidents must have the conscious and energetic 
positive fear to control the deteriorating ecological condition of the world. If we take such 
strong determination from now on, we can do somehow the positive management of the 
environmental position. Otherwise, we all are just waiting the doom days.   

The main cause of fear of ecological degrading condition is overpopulation and 
deforestation. More people need more houses, fuels, cultivable lands and more woods and 
people cut down the trees. Overpopulation and deforestation are interrelated problems. 
“Population size and rates of growth are key elements in environmental change (Nissani 
33)”. If population is controlled, deforestation can automatically be controlled.

The ecological condition is not a new problem but it is rapid in its crisis. Deforestation 
causes the main as well as greater problems. Deforestation is not a new problem but the 
difference is that it is faster than ever before. Moti  Nissani writes:

The deforestation crisis is not new. Many earlier civilizations, including those of the 
Middle East, New York, Mexico, and Easter Island, precipitated their own decline through 
overpopulation and deforestation. The difference is that we are destroying our forests 
faster and on a larger scale, than ever before. . . . Earlier in this century, forests covered 
around 40% of the earth’s total land area. By this century’s end, that figure will stand at 
about 25%. (34-35)

The deforestation process being faster and in rapid form than ever before is much more 
frightening now. The world’s 40% forest turning into 25% is another sign of fear. The 
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worldwide eco-turbulence must come in the conscious mind of people and must be 
addressed with a positive type of fear. The blunder goes not to those ignorant people but 
to those who are familiar in the facts of such condition in the world.

quantity of Fear
It is too complicated task to know the quantity of fear because the method of measuring 
the quality of fear has not been discovered. Desh Subba has argued about the problem 
of measuring fear. Subba writes:

Thus, external and internal factors always strike fear from all sides. Similarly, lots of 
temperaments, merits and demerits keep moving inside the consciousness. There 
should be a balance in all. It is easier to balance them if they can be measured. We have 
not been able to treat fear easily due to the lack of its measurement. We are obliged to 
deal with and treat fear by means of its experience and realization, for there has not been 
any method of solid measurement so far. (153)

Fear is concerned with consciousness and the knowledge. But how much fear people 
have with ecological condition cannot be measured and can not be understood. The 
external fear can be studied with the physical appearance of a person but it becomes 
too difficult to know the internal fear of person. So, fear is only realized and experienced. 
Until and unless minimum quantity of fear is applied in the decaying condition of ecology 
and the environment, the effort of conserving and balancing the ecological harmony 
remains only in words but not in action. It is the lack of understanding and lack of having 
the true knowledge of it to the people. The ecologists and the environmentalists only 
have the better knowledge and fear of worldwide worsening position of ecology. The 
heads of the government and the policy makers need to have the knowledge about it to 
manage the fear of ecology and to save the world from the unimaginable echo-terror and 
it is their responsibility and duty too.   

Differences of Fear
Differences of fear vary person to person and creatures to creatures. Those people, 
who are more conscious, become more alert and have greater fear. People must fear 
more than the animals since they are more conscious and dutiful as well as responsible 
to save ecology and environment. “People must struggle more than birds and animals 
due to their levels of consciousness, necessity and problem (Subba 282)”. The humans 
are to be in the fear of preserving the ecological balance in the global village. Fear 
is necessary. “Food and shelter maintains the existence of animals. Only these two 
things cannot maintain the existence of human beings (Subba 282)”. Human beings 
must have greater fear than the fear of other animals. If people become more conscious 
with positive fear, the ecological condition of the world can be altered. Those people who 
have meaningful fear to protect the humanity must have the responsible fear to lead the 
whole world in a suitable place to live.

Fear in Population Growth
Animals and other creatures do not have the fear of their population growth since they 
are not conscious like human beings. So, it is entirely human beings who fear with the 
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growth rate of population and its negative impact with ecology and environment. The 
human fear differs from other animals and the creatures. So, the humans try to be safe 
from any danger. Desh Subba writes: 

All living creatures share this world. All these creatures have equal participation in ecology 
and balance. A fluctuation in balance and ecology, no matter whether small or big, has a 
deep impact in our lives. Man is one of the most sensible and powerful creatures. He is 
able to keep himself safe from any danger and continues his generation. (279) 

Subba has claimed that man is the most sensible and powerful creature and responsible 
to save ecology and environment. All living creatures share this planet and to balance 
the ecology is a must. To balance the ecology, middle level of fear is required.

Overpopulation has become the main cause of ecological defect. Ecology has generated 
world fear to the conscious people. Subba narrates:

Forest, plantation and animals are the sources that provide all the necessary things to 
man. A land that was consumed by ten people twenty five years ago is consumed by 
twenty people after twenty years . . . . The growth of all these things yields bad impacts 
due to overpopulation. Thus, increase in population has a direct impact on ecology. 
Many animals, bird, and plants are becoming extinct due to the lack of enough shelter, 
meadows and preservation. That’s why there is fear of depletion of the whole ecology. 
(297)

This extract shows that overpopulation has become the cause of deforestation, and the 
extinction of shelter and even the sources of food. The fear of depletion of whole ecology 
in the world is turning to be true.

The crisis of food and shelter including habitats comes not only to the animals but also 
to the human beings if we don’t become more conscious to preserve the ecological 
balance. In this respect, Desh Subba has presented the facts:

Living creatures particularly animals and birds have crisis of habitats and foods due to 
overgrowth in population. Deserts and barren lands now have to be used for settlements. 
People, no doubt, want to live in a place full of facilities. They manage their food, shelter 
and clothes but all these can cause deforestation. As a result, many wild animals and 
birds have already disappeared from this planet, and many others are said to have 
been disappearing within a century. It is indeed a dangerous indication for the future 
generation. (297 -98)

The extract indicates that the future generation does not have future because of overuse 
of forests and destruction of ecology. The humans need to be more and more alert 
to manage fearlessness by saving the forests and ecological balance. If the humans 
continue for the activities of deforestation in the same proportion as it is going on, the 
world would be without of any tress. It is explained:

People are overusing forests and plantation for their livelihood. They have cleared 
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the forest for agricultural products and settlements. If we do not control or minimize 
overpopulation, we will have no other solution except clear the forests, which will 
certainly bring about the imbalance in ecology and environment. If human activities for 
deforestation continue, one day the world is sure to be useless (Subba 298).

Subbas’s idea indicates that to be treeless means to be in the fear of life and the existence. 
To have imbalance in ecology and environment means to invite disaster. Some of the 
effects have already been realized with the climate change like drought, acid rain, heavy 
rain, partial rain and ozone layer depletion. The indication of horror is at hand. It causes 
various kinds of diseases. “Environmental pollution is a source of various diseases 
(Subba 298)”. New kinds of skin diseases occur as a result of imbalanced environment. 
So, the fear of protection of environment is to be in the minds of all.

The fear of ecological and environmental imbalance can be minimized by managing the 
ecological problem. “Every act of human beings is conducted by the fear (Subba 84)”. If 
we fear and act in a rational way to balance the eco-fear, it becomes easier but everyone 
must have this sense of fear of balancing ecological imbalance. The life of humans 
cannot become easy without being free from the fear of imbalance of environment on 
earth. “Life cannot be easy unless life becomes free from fear (Subba 72)”. To become 
free from the unnecessary fear in life, we must act consciously to manage the degrading 
condition of ecology and environment.

Fear has multiple meanings and it comes out of consciousness and awareness. The eco-
fear comes only in those minds of the people who are conscious of the present condition of 
the world ecological and environmental situation. “We believe that fear itself has multiple 
and infinite meanings and roles and serves as a type of ‘mirror’ to self-awareness and 
consciousness itself (Fisher et al 2)”. It indicates that the fear in balancing of ecology and 
environment is to be enhanced in a necessary proportion. The self-consciousness and 
awareness in the field of degrading condition of ecology is a must.

The world, with the degrading condition of ecology and environment remains with fear 
and despair. “. . . all that is left is fear and despair (Kalu 41)”. Until and unless the 
ecological and environmental problem is addressed on time, the eco-conscious people 
would be living with fear and despair in the world. We are almost unable to manage the 
eco-problems in the world. So, fear comes as we are not able to handle the burning issues 
in life. “Fears always appear in those gray areas of our lives that we feel inadequate or 
incompetent about (Kalu 59)”. We fear with the incompetence of managing the ecological 
problem and the positive fear is appreciable but the negative fear is harmful to solve the 
problem. One of the obstacles for human happiness is fear. The fear of eco-turbulence 
has taken all our happiness away from us. To gain happiness we need to manage and 
balance the worldwide eco-turbulence and to create a fearless situation in the world.

Fear management has become one of the subjects of study in the present context. To 
create fearless situation is possible with the help of fear education. Michael Fisher writes 
“We need a better fear education (116)”. The people who have fear education become 
conscious about the eco-turbulence and actively participate to minimize the destruction 
and pollution of environment. “. . . it is a way to the normalization of fear itself in our 
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societies (Fisher 60)”. The act of normalization of fear in eco-turbulence is the act of 
balancing the environment and to know or to have the knowledge that there is not much 
risk of ecological bad effects in human life.

Future of Eco-fear
We are all worried about our future and present generations. We live for tomorrow. We 
want our future life better. We are the dreamers and our dreams with positive fear come 
to be true. The writer of philosophy of fear Eneyo argues:

We all want our tomorrow to be better than our today. Because of this, we try our possible 
best to do those things that will guarantee the actualization of our dreams . . . Uncertainty 
regarding our future creates fear of failure and success. (44)

To be worried about the future ecological condition is natural as well as meaningful. To 
fear about the future ecological balancing is positive fear and such type of fear helps us to 
be active as well as more and more conscious. “Future fear is not without its advantages 
(Eneyo 45)”. When we have the fear of better tomorrow and with its advantages, we 
need to work hard to make it successful. “Fear is a moderator of our thoughts, actions 
and inactions (Eneyo 45)”. Eco-fear is to be taken as a fear of motivator of our actions to 
balance the ecology and environment. “. . . fear moderates our thoughts into an informed 
idea that enables us know what to do when occasion warrants (Eneyo 46)”. When we 
fear about the better tomorrow, we know the right and wrong and we can better handle 
the problem of balancing ecology and environment.

Positive fear helps to bring various types of the problems in life. B. Maria Kumar and 
B.S Susmita have produced positive driving force in “The Youth Don’t Cry” in which they 
discuss the positive fear. Kumar and Susmita write:

. . . handling of fear in a positive sense depends upon a multitude of factors such as 
frequency of positive social interactions, positive physical environment, levels of 
knowledge, education and wisdom, scientific temper, positive attitude, hope, etc. (167)       

This quote indicates the positive fear of solving the problems of any kind. Levels of 
knowledge, education and wisdom can become the source of solving the future eco-fears. 
The youths need to develop the positive fear to balance the ecology and environment 
because youths are the future responsible and the dreamers more than the old people. 
Fear with reasoning to the youths can assist to guarantee the better tomorrow.

Conclusion
Fear in eco-turbulence has become the central issue all over the world. The chemical 
clouding has threatened the world. Nobody knows how much harmful effects we are 
facing in day to day life. We can feel only when we really experience the ecological and 
environmental effects in our real life. Until and unless we face the reality of its harmful 
results, we just fear.
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The earth is in pain but “yet she endures”. The implicit warning is that if human kind 
continues to exploit the earth recklessly, the earth may strike back. The ecological 
condition of the world indicates the darker picture of the future. But there is also hope 
for us because we can learn from the past mistakes. So, positive fear for better life for 
tomorrow plays a significant role to balance ecology and environment. The positive fear 
in youths, intellectuals, ecologists and the environment experts can assist to become 
more and more conscious about the possible doom of humanity. Hence, the positive fear 
is to be taken in positive sense to manage a fearless world for us and for our generation. 
But this type of positive fear should reach the hearts of all the heads of the government 
and administrators as well as from the laymen to the presidents to address this terrible 
issue. If it is not addressed seriously and positively on time, the existence of any living 
creatures cannot be even imagined in future. Let the earth never face such a bleak future.        
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